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various states of the United States, and have revenues
for local purposes equal to about one tenth of those
which they turn over to the imperial exchequer. The
smaller administrative divisions constitute a vital ele-
ment in the financial and political life of the people, but
unfortunately very little statistical data are available to
aid in the exposition of the questions which naturally
arise. In the only year for which statistics are available
the percentage ranged from 4 for the vilayet of Constan-
tinople to 18 for that of -Kharput. The official statis-
tics show that for most vilayets receipts and expenditures
balance to the piaster—a rather remarkable record I But
taking them at face value, expenditures administered
directly by the vilayets equal about 20 per cent of those
expended by the Empire in the same vilayets, ranging
from 4 per cent in Baghdad to 47 per cent in Adana. As
sources of provincial revenue, tithes and road taxes are
of about equal importance, and these two items account
for three fourths or four fifths of the entire amount.
Other sources are taxes on buildings, fees for slaughter-
ing animals, and interest on deposits. Expenditures
chiefly go for public instruction, public works, roads, the
agricultural bank, agriculture, and salaried of vilayet
officials.
One final question remains: th& question of control.
Where does responsibility rest for the collection of reve-
nues? "What checks are exercised over expenditures I
The answers to these questions must remain somewhat
nebulous and unsatisfactory, because positive statements
would simply be misleading. Everything depends upon
the character and attitude of the officials who happen to
be in power rather than upon the stipulations of the or-
ganic law. There are numerous advisory "bodies on finan-
cial matters both in the capital and in the vilayets, but
an aggressive minister of finance or of the interior does
about as he pleases in regard to imperial expenditures,

